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INTRODUCTION

recent review of re ;t arch
on planned organizational change in industry by
Campbell and Dunnette (1968) pointed out Hint the
assumption that T-group training (or sensitivity
training) is useful fo: organizations must ne'es-
sarily rest on shal y ground since it has been
neither confirmed nor disconfirmed. They Frgued
that usefulness for organizations is not nece:st ri-
ly the same as usefulness for individuals.
Although several studies have indicated that T-
group training does change individuals (Harris on,
1966; Milt 4, 1965; Schutz and Allen, 1966), none
has shoWn that organizational change is brought
about by training individuals awly from their
organization in T-groups. Some glimmer of hope
that T-group trai' ,ng can be useful to an organiza-
tion is found in a study by Kuriloff and Atkins
(1967); but even there, all T-group members were
drawn from the slme organization.

In this paper we wish to
differentiate between the goals of pert )nal devel-
opment typical in the T-group and thc goals of
organizational development that organizational
training Is designed to achieve. T-groups gener-
ally aim at helping individuals to understand
themselves better, to be able to differentiate their
interpersonal worlds more completely, and to
carry out their interpersonal relationships with
openness, tact, and skill. In .port, learning the
cognitions, attitudes, and skills of constructive
openness can be said to he the primary goals of
T-group training.
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Organizatioml training, on
the other hand, remains fixed on rr:ganizational
roles and norms and their ':,terrel:Aionships. It
represents an amalgamation of theory from group
dynamics on the one hand (e. g. , Bradford et al.,
1964; and Schein and Bennis, 1965) and General
Systems theory on the othe,. (e.g., Buckley, 1967),
Although organizational training makes use of the
organization as its own laboratory, laboratory
groups are used in ways different from sensiti-ity
training or the T-group. The targets of organiza-
tional training are the membership as a whole and
as subgroups. The training seeks increase thc
effectiveness of groups as task-oriented entities
and tries to participants to function more
effectively as components of working bodies carry-
ing out specific tasks in that particuipr sob setting.
Nevertheless, organizational life is fraught with
its own al ray of emotiors--a point to which we
shall return lav?r. An ex-pet-fence in T-groups is
an important preparation, even a vital one, for
the organizatioml trainer himself. We do not
believe, however, that thc T-group in itself is a
vital tool for refurbishing organizational life;
perhaps it isn't even an important one. The argu-
m nt will become clear as we go along.

In this paper we shall limit
our discussion to onc subclass of organization,
namely, schools. We present a theoretical basis
for organizational development that we have found
helpful in our own planning and analysis.
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SCHOOL. ORGANIZATIONS

as systems

School organizations are
open, living systems, contained within, but con -
stantly influencing and being influenced by the
environment. They are complex social systems
stablilized by role expectations and interpersonal
norms. Individuals within a faculty behave pre-
dictably largely because of their adherence to
shared expectations for what Is appropriate in the
school, Norn.s are compelling stabilizers
because individuals in the school monitor one
another's behaviors. It is the strength of this
sharedness that makes a school organization
resistant to mod:fication; but the same time,
it offers a tool or planned change. If organiza-
tional change in the school is to be viable and
stable, changes in interpersom.1 expectations
must be sharer.. so that each person knows that his
colleagues have changed their expectations in the
same way that he has changed Ms own.

Educational organizatiens,
therefore, are more simply the sum total of their
individual members and curriculum materials.
The total staff has characteristics quite different
from those of its individual members. These ,ve
refer to as the school's systemic characteristics.
From this point of view, effective management of
schools is evidenced when greater production
occurs than would be expected from a sirup!:
summing up of individual resources. As an open
system, an organization's efficiency is measured
by how completely resources arc used in develop-
ing its products.

Four postulates are basic
to our theory of school organizations.
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1. Schools are made up of basic units referred
to as components. Components most
prominent for our analysis are the people
and the curriculum. These components
are organized into subsystems by means
of the communication of information, by
decision- making, job allocation, 'And
pr ,gram evaluation. Some important
subsystems Wee the form of classrooms,
departmental groups, curriculum commit-
tees, building groups, and administrative
cabinets in the school district.

"?. Schools are goal-directed. In general,
they aim at preparing young oeople for
productive adulthood in a tom )1ex, indus-
trialized, society. The subsystems are
organized presumably to achieve system's
goals and they arc organized with function-
al differenr.es. For example, the superin-
tendent's administrative committee may
forecast about the future in order to acceo.-
modate changing times; classroom teachers
may diagnose the learning needs of their
students and curriculum committees may
scan the outside world for new ideas and
practices.

3. Schools display Fume degrees of openness
and adaptabilit...--although at times we feel
not enough. But to some degree, schools
are always changing. They react to envi-
ronmental influences with certain feedback
mechanisms. Locations in the school
system that manifest openness to the out-
side environment are administrative cabi-
nets in relation to the school hoard,
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curriculum committees in relation to
outside innovations, and teachers' pro-
fessional organizations in relation to
other similar organizations in the environ-
ment. Schools are. constantly mapping
part of their environmental variety into
their internal organization. Strain within
schools occurs when one subsystem (such
as the curriculum division) brings into the
school district certain new practice. and
anether subsystem (such as a school-build-
ing staff) is mostly closed to the new
practices.

4. Schools are constituted with many
resources within their subsystems and
components that at any one time are not
being used. This repertoire 7o.7 adapta-
tion can be referred to as a variety pool.
While the variety pool will inevitably
include a number of irrelevant or even
deleterious processes in relation to its
goals, it is necessary, if a school system
is to be effectively adaptive, for the
system to seek, support, and facilitate the
emergence of whatever resources exist
for maximizing its educative tunctions.

These four postulates help
us to move toward an orientation for organization-
al training In schools. First, interventions will
he more efficient if they deal with subsystems
and not Just randomly selected components.
Further, the total school takes its shape from the
ways the functional subsystems connect their
efforts to one another; for this reason, organiza-
tional training should focus, to), on relationships
within and between subsystem.;. Second, inter-
ventions should confront the school with discrep-
sacies between goal-striving and actual goal-
achievement. Since the goals of a schoo! district
lie in its Interaction with its environment, an
intervention in a school system should be designed
to affect the interresponsIveness of the system
with its environment. Third, Interventions should
be aimed at making every subsystem in the school
more open to the influences of every other sub-
system. From our port of view, increased open-
ness is especially appropriate in relationships
between subsystems, on the one hand, tha are
closer to the boundaries of the whole system such
as the curriculum division and the subsystems,
on the other hand, that are closer to the inner
core of the system such as classrooms.

interventions
should help tne school define its variety pool by
identifying system-wide t esources and help the
school build communication connection, between
components and subsystems. In this way, inter-
ventions often lead to the creation of new or ad hoe
subs; :terns that exist only long enough to mobilize
resources for certain isolated and non-regular
problems. Interventions quite often lead to forma-
tion of problem-solving groups that did not exist in
the formal structure of the school before the inter-
vention. If school organizations are to be truly
adaptive, they must be able to form new subsys-
tems, change them, or dispose of them as needed.

as adaptive systems
Schools are not static. They

have multiple and differentiated processes that are
constantly, in motion. One essential process for
adaptation concerns the feedback that changes
modes of interaction of the school with its environ-
ment so as to 1113 intain goal-direetedness. Every
time the feedback process results in a new strate-
gy for equilibration, the school has altered its
structure by that much and is therefore a mod;fied
organization. Consequently, every complex school
or district is not merely static, not merely equi-
liberating, not merely homeostatk, but inherently
structure-changing. That inexorable process has
been referred to as morphogenesis *)y- Buckley
(1967). Organizational training strives to help
schools achieve more capabilit: for rapidly and
efficiently bringing about morphogenesis.

The key to effective morpho-
genesis lies In the school's: capacity to do thi..gs in
new ways - -in its variety pool. The need for a
variety pool reminds us that a schoo! cannot be
morphogenie or "self-renewing" if its repertoire
of responses to environmental stress is impover-
ished. if the possible ways of coping with chal-
lenge are too limited. then a violent discontinuity
nifty be necessary if the larger systemthe
district, the community, or the stateis to adapt
to a mismatch it finds existing between the real
environment and the "map" inside the school. One
or mote faculty may be discharged, a portion of
the students may be moved to another school, tic
drop-out rate map increase markedly, the school
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may be closed down for some period, athletics and
music m4y be dropped from the curriculum,
parents may go to the school en massc to press
their demands, students may riot, etc.

A variety pool is a distribu-
tion of readiness for varieties of action. It

includes sets of expectations about others, atti-
tudes toward risk-ttiting, ar.d latent behavioral
skills for new wzt:,s of teaching. It is not a list of
ideas residing in a filing cabinet. When relations
among persons have a significant potential for
producing new action-patterns, they will erupt
now and again in the form of "deviant behavior."
Nonetheless, the notion of a variety pool urges to
ask what potentialities for process exist in the
school beyond the officiai, current, formal pro-
cesses. The simplest way to identify such poten-
tialities for variety is to look for so-called devi-
ant behavior in the school. In one school, a com-
mon deviant behavior may be "goofing-Off' or
talking cynically about others. In another, it
might be bootlegging topics or teaching methods
not prescribed in the official manuals. !n a third,
it may be meetings of teachers out of school to
plot ways of obtaining more power over policy. In

any of these cases, such events present evidence
that organizational training could be helpful in
directing such deviant behavior toward useful
goals. Deviant behavior can usually be treated as
a richness of resource rather than a danger about
to become uncontrollable.

To understand the potential-
ities of a school district for effective change,
Interveners must tmow the natirre, distribution,
and accessibility of deviant and innovative behav-
ior in the system. First steps in moving the
school to a new kid of adaptability would be to
communicate varieties of deviant and innovative
behaviors within the school to members who don't
yet know about them. Later, it should be possible
for a school to set up organizational devices for
fostering and trying out alternative processes, at
least in the form of role-playing or "walking
through." For such an approach to increase the
accessibility of deviant and innovative practice,
it would be necessary for the school to adapt a
new practice for an extended period and often
enough so that a sufficient number of staff perceive
the practice as actually Flemming from the formal
trills. Through such a procedure, the first steps
in constructing a self-renewing sehcol organi-
zation are under way. A major c ective of organ-
izational training with schools should be to help

the schou' develop procedures for searching out
innovative practices both within and outside itself.

But schools must move
farther than this if they are to benefit from the
emerging variety pool. A set of selective criteria

necessary for accepting new ideas for trial and
rejecting others. Sometimes this screening gets
done by the business manager because of his
spending habits, or sometimes through argument
within an administrative committee; however, the
procedures are often not clear to others in the
school. Usually the criteria for selecting new
ideas arc ambiguous, or known only to a few, or
both. If the criteria are vague, innovations may
work at cross-purposes to one another- -such as
new procedures for counseling the slow learner
together with a tract system of grouping in aca-
demic classes that results in frustration for the
slower student.

Organizational training
would aim at developing a shared set of criteria
for screening innovations, explicit and consciously
known to persons functioning as parts of the
decision-making subsystem. This clarity should
pervade the school so that others who are not
directly parts of the decision-making subsystem
can obtain further information easily.

An adaptive school must
also have arrangements for preserving and propa-
gatin% successful innovations. Many teaching
innovations are never communicated beyond the
walls of the originating classroom or school.
Schools often do not have norms to legitimize con-
tinuing an innovation. Even when such norms are
present, many schools do not have formalized
mechanisms through which communication can
occur about the varieties of innovation within the
school. Organizational training should be aimed
at helping schools invent war s of legitimizing and
mobiliz.ag the sharing of innovations going on
within.

as open systems
Organizational training 'mist

take into consideration the openness of a school to
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its environment. Such an analysis includes the
receptivity of the system to inputs from the com-
munity and the influence of the system on its com-
munity. Being open means using information from
the community to guide interaction with the envir-
onment in such a way as to make goal-seeking
more efficient. An organization is closed when
it has no mechanism for recognizing a particular
type of input or by having no channel for routing
information to a point where it can he clean with
as feedback and used to guide adaptive modifica-
tion of internal processes. Even if a school has a
large variety pool, it will f u n into difficulties with
self-renewal if it is closed to its environment.

For example, a school is
open toward feelings of parents if it provides some
sort of listening as.tivity at the end of a channel
from parents, has a mechanism for converting the
listening activity into an act of selecting a 'less,
procedure from the variety p )01, and some way of
monitoring the input from parents when the new
procedure is put into effect. A school is open to
information about children's hunger if it has ways
of listening and observing svmptors,c, If it has a
cafeteria or other device fAfurniAing food, if
it has a mechanism for getting the food to hungry
students, and a way of observing the results of
putting the food and the hungry student together.
A school is open to evaluative information from
the superintendent if it has one or more informa-
tional channels from the uperintendent, a way of
using the information to select a new process from
the variety pool, and a way of monitoring the
effect of the new procedure upon the evaluative
information from the superintendent.

An attribute of openness to
the environment would not be of such concern to
organizational development in schools if the envir-
onment were stable and static. But just the oppo-
site condition appears to prevail in contemporary
society. Community environments in general
have become much more complex. 1 he inevitable
effect on schools Is toward mots, complexits of
function-- both internally and at tle Ooundary.
Many school districts !lave been forced to add
numerous administrat vs to handle this its reased
complexits. The mei fer sr hools to be able ts
respond quickly to Inert aging environmental com-
plexity Is great. Fehoo! staff: oft, n are sishcd
and pulled by forces they are unal,le to c snti
The resulting role strains an I personal fill in a-
tions undermine the quaPty of education. Ozgan-
izational training proposes to make substantial
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improvements in the school's responsiveness to
its environment by helping it modify its internal
features, including its solos and norms, and to
become more self-renewing.

internal features

of schools
When diagnosing the organ-

izational condition of a school, the intervener
makes repeated use of the concepts of norm and
role. (sec Katz and Kahn, 1966; Likcrt, 1961;
and McGregor, 1967). Norms within the school
organization provide its structure and coherence.
The members of the staff of a school behave in
patterned, predictable ways because their behav-
iors are guided by common expectations, attitudes,
and understandings. Norms are especially serv-
iceable and tenacious when individual staff mem-
bers intrinsically value the normative behavior in
the school or when they perceive such behavior as
instrumental in reaching ether valued goals. in
any case, norms are strong stabilizers of organ-
izational behavior. As we pointed out earlier in
this paper, it Is the strength of shared expecta-
tions or attitudes about how to behave that makes
behaviors in a school organization so resistant to
modification.

Holes are the bundles of
functions that individual staff members (organiza-
tional components) carry out in their positions in
the organization. 'These sets of functions or
working activities arc patterned and rsisular pri-
marily because they are guided by organizational
norms. Administrators, teachers, and students
behave In predictable ways because each expects
the other to do so. In brief, Interacting partici-
pants within the school find their behaviors guided
b, the normative processes of the organization.

tie assunn, that role-taking
is always done as par, o, an interactios with other
rd takers. If it is s-il that a t orgn:zational
riembei is performing poorly in a give role,
what is 'ream is that Intel nction 'letween him
sts1 Ms role rec:i rocn,tors Is producing a bisak-
cluvsn within the subsystem of tht.ir me,nl)crsh:p.
ht this sense, the point of any int( i..ention for
improNing a subsystem Is no on the peson but
rather on Us interaction patterns linking role-



reciprocators. It would be a psychologist's falla-
cy to focus on the internal dynamics of only one
role-taker, no matter how sig-nificant he is within
the organizational structure.

We assume that the roles
being taken in a school are "carried' through the
interpersonal interactions between role reciproca-
tors. Any attempt to intervene into a school,
therefore, must include new ways of carrying out
interpersonal interaction; further, these new pro-
cedures should be entered into by the actual role
reciprocators who make the school run. Norms
and roles cannot be changed in a vacuum. Chug
in organizational morms and roles are most effici-
ently brought about and made stable by requiring
staff members to behave in new ways in their
actual work-group setting while, at the same time,
other role-takers can observe these new behav-
iors. Norms will not be altered unless other rele-
vant role-takers are allowed to see that their col-
leagues actually accept the new patterns of behav-
ior in the setting of the school.

At any given moment, role-
takers act as components of several subsystems
of the school. While the teacher is interacting
with his students in the classroom, he is simul-
taneously performing is part of the "producing"
subsystem in the classroom and as part of the
sub system that coordinates effort among the
faculty. He performs this latter Function by the
experiences he makes possible in his classroom
and which the students will describe informally' to
other teachers and students, enabling the others
to verify or change their expectations about the
behavior of the first teacher. When the teacher is
conversing with other teachers in the coffee room,
he is simultaneously performing as part of the
decision- making subsystem of the school and as
part of the communication net- -the former by
agreeing with other teachers on which administra-
tive directives they will resist or sabotage and
the second perhaps by exchanging technical infor-
mation about the subject-matter the teachers
tteverally teach. Each subsystem membership
calls for Individuals to Interact in mutual interde-
pendence and reciprocal role-relations. These
subsystems, especially when they are face-to-face
and Intimate, require more detailed norms than
does the school district at large. The norms of
subsystems include methcxls for work, interper-
sonal values, and social-emotional customs.
Each semi-permanent, face-to-face work grasp
within a school district revtards certain manners
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of speech, behaviors, gestures, etc., and not
others; it also approves certain topics for discus-
sion and not others. In these face-to-face sub-
systems, individual differences in emotionality
become important, sometimes crucially so.
Especially important to the small face-to-face
group are individual abilities referred to as inter-
personal competencies or skills. Alterations of
some interpersonal patterns can be guided by
formal changes, but sometimes patterns of inter-
personal interactions that deeply involve the egos
of the participants can be changed only through
the same process by which they are maintained- -
through new one-to-one actions supported by other
members of the subsystem and legitimized through
the formation of new intra-group norms.

Because we believe that
man's rational and emotional sides are inextrica-
bly mingled, we believe also that an organization-
al intervention can be successful only if it ade-
quately takes accomt of man's catotional experi-
ence. Substantial research evidence shows that
men invest emotion in at least three domains:
(1) striving toward achievement, also labeled
curiosity, exploration, or activity', (2) affiliation,
also delineated by sonic as the interpersonal
dimension of iove, indifference, and hostility,
and ;3) influence or power, also described as the
dimension of dominance - submission.

We assume that all inter-
personal relations and the motivations concomi-
tant with them can be construed as having achieve-
went, affiliation, and influence compoicnts.
Emotional experiences :an become problems wncn
any oneof these motivational states is frustratc.i.
Typical emotions noted in our observations of
school!: resulting from frustrations of these
motivations are feelings of inferiority, worthless-
ness, being put down, loneliness, betrayal, lack
of interest, and dullness. These feelings, in turn,
prevent staff members from making maximum use
of their potentials as role -takers. Although it is
impossible to arrange human affairs to eliminate
emotional frustrations, it seems possible to bring
about organizational norms and procedures in
schools that will mobilize emotional states for
productive ends and make it more likely' that the
work of the school will flow more smoothly.

Feelings in the 3 1 a of
achievement or self-accomplishment can be har-
nessed productively when staff members of a



school have a clear conception of one another's
goals. Ambiguity about expected outcomes is
usually more emotionally frustrating than being in
conflict over goals. In the latter instance, persons
on a school staff can gain security by realizing
where they stand in relation to others. Ambiguity,
however, reduces the likelihood that feelings will
be associated with a clear referrent; consequently,
the frustrated perscn cannot easily find a way
out of his frustration. Affiliativc feelings can be
gratified through building a coliesive unit in
which staff members find friendliness and the
reciprocal ex' 'large of support and warmth.
Feelings havi, g to do with power can be satisfied
through the organization's allowing for influence
at all levels. Such a dispersion of influence will
facilitate the open expression of frustration over
being placed in a submit, 4VC or dominated rela-
tion to others. (Then, too, some persons become
anxious when they find themselves in a position of
dominance.) All emotional states are potentially
harnessed through taking a problem - solving ori-
entation to organizational life in the schools.

The sociological concepts of
norm and role, along with the psychologien1 vari-
ables of emotional styles, should guide organiza-
tional training interventiens. We think that the
following goals for organizational training grow
out of our theory. These eerve as objectives as
we intervene in a school district to improve its
organizational functioning:

1. Increase understanding of how people in
different parts of the school affect one
another,

2. Develop elder communication networks up
and down and laterally,

3. Inereat-e understanding of the VallOtIS
educational goals in different parts of the
school,

1. Develop new ways of solving problems
through creative use of new roles in groups,

5. Develop nc.v ways of assessing progress
toward educational goals in the school,

6. Involve more people at all [evils in
decision-making,

7. Develop procedures for searching out
innovative practices both within and out-
side the school.
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sequence for intervening

with organizational training
The achievement of these

seven objectives depends upon an effective strate-
gy for altering organizational processes in the
school. We believe that the following three stages
represent a prototypic strategy for bringing into
evocation a more self-i'enewing school.

Stage 1:
improving Communication Skills

Functions within schools,
as in all other organizations, aro "carried'
through interpersonal interactions (hlutfregor,
1967). ).-pically, human beings in organizations
lack skill in communicating clearly and ,niceinetiv.
The first phase of organizational training, while
helping the faculty of a school increase its dieus-
sions about interpersonal or inter-role problems,
can most effectively do so while simultaneously
practicing new ways of connirmicating. The
first step, then, is to build increased openness
and ease of interpersonal communication among
the faculty by training ti.em in the skillt.; of para-
phrasing, describing behavior, describing own
feelings, and checking their perceptions of others,
feelings. The intervention aims to develop skill-
ful, constructive openness; by doing so, it wi.i
help the staff develop increased confidence that
communicat-on can have worthwhile outcomes.

fLtejff 2:
'ink Norms

After increasing communi-
cation skills, the next step is to attempt to build
new norms that support interpersonal openness
and helpfulness on the staff (Argyris, 1961). In
seeking a lever with which to change group norms,,
we can use the desires of the staff to amelioran
some of their actual problems. For examine, we
can invite the faculty to state some finstrations
that they are encountering in the school and to
practice a sequence of problem-solving steps to
reduce these frustrations. An activity like this
one can lead to reduced frustrations and to the
satisfaction of knowing that others value the con-
tribution one has made to organizational problem-
solving. Changes in organizational norms of
openness and candor can occur because staff
members are required to behave In new ways in



their actual work-groups. while their fellow col-
leagues can observe these n3w patterns of behav-
ior it the setting of the school.

Stage 3:
Structural Chang

The culminating phase of
any organizational training should build Lew func-
tions, roles, procedures, or policies (Katz and
Kahn, 1966). The new structures should become
part of the bacqe fabric of the school organization.
They should be formal and institutionalized with
budges support. Presently, we are testing the
effic t a ca:lre of "communication consultants;
estai.,:s!wd as one part of our intervention, so
that the training that first enters the system from
the outside later becomes part of the internal
structure for self-renewal.

example of internal

structure for self-renewal
The objectives listed above

and the suggested sequence of training require a
process of ccntinuous readjustment within the
school district. To achieve self-renewal. any
interveAtion should develop, among other new
roles, special roles for continuously monitoring
organizational problems aild for recurrently train-
ing the school district's subparts in effective artic
ulation, We hope the role of communication con-
sultant, mentioned above, wi I serve these func-
tions.

Communication consultants,
in our current %orsion, are drawn from the pro-
fessional staff of a school district and from a
variety of positions. They receive training that
enables them to help n embers of the school dis-
trict achieve the seven objectives stated above.
The communication consultants act in this capac'ty
only part-time, at other times carrying out regu-
lar professional roles in the school district. Com-
munication consultants might be classroom teach-
ers, pi incipals, counselors, assistant superin-
tendents, etc. We require, however, that a com-
munication consultant not perform this function in
the building or other unit in which his main job Is
located. This cadre of communication consultants
constitutes an organizatioral sub-structure for

self-renewal that has connections to many other
subsystems and is arranged to respond flexibly to
organizational problems wherever they might
arise in a school district.

A number of organizational
sub-processes constitute the focal points for inter-
ventions by communication consultants. In gener-
al, communication consultants attempt to produce
a lively ability for organizational proolmi-solving
by following these guides:

10

1. Communication consultants should first
judge the sorts of discrepancies that e,:ist
between the school's gc.:Ils and its actual
organizational perforn ance. Some
features to he diagnosed are (a) the
school's current level of tension in relation
to achieving its goals, the possible
directions that the school might move in
achieving its goals, (e) the goals that are
or are not being achieve?, (d) the problem-
solving processes that the school uses to
cope with discrepancies, and (e) the ways
that the school now checks to see if it is
achieving its goals.

2. Communication consultants should assess
the level of role clarity in the school. The
important features are (a) sufficiently
promulgated definition and support from
the school district's administration
(central office), (b) adequate level of confi-
dence in the role-performance of oche:s
vis-a-vis oneself, and (c) sufficientl
understood roles of others in distant parts
of the school so that the entire organization
can be perecived as an organization to
which one sees that he belongs in a mean-
ingful way.

3. The communication consultant should pay
attention to the flow of communication in
the sc:naol organization. Almost inevitably,
malfunctioning in a school will show itself
in weakened and distorted communication
at crucial links. In contrast, schools that
undergo successful organizational training
evince continuing f:nmalized activities for
improvirg communication. Communica-
tion consultants sho .Id diagnose a school's
attempts to Improve Its communication by
checking to see if new forms of communi-
cation remain reasonably stable, to sec if
rrore than just a few staff members let
involved in the new mode of communication,
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and to see if there is agreement in the
school that the new form is legitimate and
that it helps the staff to accomplish its
goals.

4. Communication consultants should assess
the extent to which the school has a reper-
Lire of interpersonal techniques for col-
laboration in small task-groups. They
should assess the success of staff mem-
bers in performing communication skills
such as paraphrasing, describing one
another's behaviors objectively without
imputing motives, and expressing their
own feelings openly and constructively.

5. Communication consultants should assess
to what extent a variety cool is available
for producing new and appropriate ways of
sclving organizational problems. Neither
people nor organizations take on a new way
of behaving merely because someone con-
ceives of the new mode. Formalized ways
for adoptirg new patterns must be present;
the variety Fool, if it is to he effective,
must represent a capability for organized
action. It must be institutionalized and
rewarding.

To locate the variety pool in schools, the
communication consultants should look for
recently altered interrelations of roles.
the diverse wa% s of transmitting informa
tlon present in the school, commitments of
man-hours to temporary projects, the
variety of choices and classroom innova-
tions actually being tried out, and the like.
Often new activities in schools take the
form (as: committee work, curricular altera-
tions, financial changes, alterations in
schedules, procedural Innovations at
meetings or finding new roles for students
or new jobs for the faculty. An important
evidence of an active variety pool in a
school is the practice of new forms without
prior approval of administrators, at least
up to the point of disruption of existing
routines. nirther, in seeking possible
new contributions to the variety pool, the
communication consultants should took at
the deviant behavior in the schoo' and
assess Its potential for being converted to
constructive use.

6. Communication consultants should assess
to what extent the ...chool contains means
for selecting sonic innovative activities to

be maintained in the variety, pool and
means for rejecting others. The school
should have a method for deciding whether
any proposed innovation points sufficiently
close to a goal to justify keeping the inno-
vation in readiness for use. Significant
individuals in the school should he able to
verbalize goals in ways with which others
would agree. Norms in the school should
support continuous comparisons between
expressed goals and the implications of
current action, and committees should
exist for dec-Ting what is to be done about
the lack of matching between expressed
goals and proposed ways of doing things.
Communication consultants should insist
on clearer statements of goals, should
help convene frequent conferences of a
problem - solving type to seek ways of
bringing current action into harmony with
goals, and should suggest "trial runs" of
new organizational forms for bringing
about an understandable correspondence
between the variety pool and proclaimed
Foals.

7. Communication consultants should assess
to what extent the school has a method for
institutionalizing an innovation after it has
been Judged euitable and worth keeping.
Organizational training that helps a faculty
to search its own members for useful
resources will create a school in which the
staff members invent their own methods of
maintaining an accessible variety pool. A

variety pool wilt probably be more accessi-
ble when the distribution of power in a
facility is more equal:zed. Conscious
modes of maintaining innovations will
more likely to appear after training that
gives practice in using feedback-loops and
in seeking evidem e of successful innova-
tions.

some skills and actions

of communication consultants
Some examples of skills

useful to communication consultants and examples
of actions they can take to disseminate the skills
to others are summarized below. The goals for
organizational training are repeated and the rele-
vant skills and actions follow each goal.
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1. Increase understanding of how people in
different parts of the total school system
affect one another.

Skills: collecting data using questionnaires,
interviews, and observations, etc.

Actions: setting up feedback sessions
within the school, etc.

2. Develop clear communication networks up
and down and laterally.

Skills: using communication skills such as
paraphrasing, behavior description, etc.

Actions: arranging for communication-
skills workshoi /Rhin the school, etc.

3. Increase understanding of the various edu-
cational goals in different parts of the
school organization.

Skills: uTiting behavioral objectives and
specifying outcomes using operational defi-
nitions, etc.

Actions: collaborating with appropriate
specialists in bringing various groups in
the district together to discuss objectives,
etc.

4. Develop new ways of solving problems
through creative use of new roles in
groups.

Skills: using several problem-solving
sequences with groups, etc.

Actions: training various groups in the
school district to use conscious routines
of group problem-solving. Groups such as
department heads, committees, team

12

teaching, and departmental units, could
receive such training.

5. Develop new ways of assessing progress
toward educational goals in the school.

Skills: seeking technical assistance from
researchers on ways of collecting evalua-
tive data, etc.

Actions: collaborating with workshops
systems analysis (for example) and with
the teachers' associations.

6. Involve more people at all levels in
decision-making.

Skills: using communication skills for
increasing participation in small groups
and using organizational confrontations
for reducing unproductive distance
between hierarchical levels, etc.

Actions: diagnosing Influence processes
from own vantage point in the district,
sharing those diagnoses, and developing
plans for involving others in constructive
problem-solving, etc.

7. Develop procedures for searching out
innovative practices both within and out-
side the school.

Skills: observing for frustrations and
dissatisfactions in the school wherever
goals are not being reached and idenii(v-
ing creative practices wherever they arc
occurring, etc.

Actions: setting up meetings to help bring
together the frustrated and the creative,
whether the latter 'JC inside or outside the
district, etc.

10



SUMMARY

Organizational training aims
at increasing the effectiveness in problem-solving
of groups as task-oriented entities. It attempts to
help participants to function more effectively as
components of working bodies carrying out specif-
ic tasks in that particular job setting. Unlike
sensitivity training, it does not aim at helping
individuals to understand themselves better or to
help them be more skillful in personal relation-
ships generally. This paper outlinos a theory to
guide organizational training in schools.

Two theoretical perspec-
tives are employed in this paper--general systems
theory and group-dynamics theory. From the
former perspective, school organizations are
viewed as open, living systems consisting of sub-
systems that require articulation with one another.
They are goal-directed, adaptable, and contain
many more resources than are normally used.
Schools have multiple and differentiated processes
that are contantly in motion. One key to effective
change lies in the school's capacity to do things in
new ways--in Its internal variety pool. A variety
pool is a distribution of readiness for varieties of
action. An adaptive school must have procedures
for accepting new ideas for trial and for preserv-
ing those innovations that are successful.

Following group- dynamics
theory, our analysis makes repeated use of the
concepts of norm and role. It Is the strength of
shared expectations or attitudes about how to
behave that makes behaviors in a school orgariza-

lion so resistant to modification. At the same
time, if any change is to be viable, changes In
norms and roles must occur within the school
organization. We assume that roles being taken
in a school are carried through the interpersonal
interaction; between role-reciprocators. We also
assume that all interpersonal relations and the
motivations concomitant with them can be con
strued as having achievement, affiliation, and
influenee components and their accompanying
emotions. It is important, then, in any attempt
to modify roles and norms, to take into considera-
tion the emotional reactions of participants.
Organizational training attempts to harness emo-
tional states by taking a problem-solving orienta-
tion to group life in the school. Seven objectives
for intervening in a school district are derived
from the theory. The rest of the paper focuses on
ways of achieving these seven objectives through
organizatiot I training.

A three-step sequence for
intervening in schools with organizational training
is proposed: (1) improving communication skills,
(2) changing norms, and (3) structural changes.
We are testing, as one sort of structural change,
the efficacy of r. cadre of "communication consult-
ants" within a school district to use organizational
training on a continuous basis. These communi-
cation consultants will attempt to produce a lively
ability for organizational problem-solving and
will constitute an organizational sub-struebirc for
self-renewal. The paper ends by discussing some
specific strategics, skills, and actions for the
communication consultants.
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